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Using a combination of first-principles calculations and an extended Hückel tight binding model this
letter reports on the origin of the low Gilbert damping in half metals. This approach enables the
prediction of the lower limit for the magnetization relaxation in a wide variety of material systems
relevant for future spintronic applications. For the two model systems Co2MnGe and Co2MnSi
minimal damping parameters of 1.9�10−4 and 0.6�10−4 are predicted. © 2009 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3157267�

The understanding of magnetic damping in metals has
been a long standing problem in solid state physics. Until
recently, damping in magnetic systems was usually treated as
a phenomenological parameter that entered the Landau–
Lifshitz–Gilbert �LLG� equation including a damping term1

dM

dt
= − �M � �Heff −

�

��M�2

dM

dt
� , �1�

where M is the macroscopic magnetization, Heff is the effec-
tive field, and � is the gyromagnetic ratio. The first term
describes the precession of M about the effective field,
whereas the second term accounts for the damping phenom-
enologically. � is the Landau–Lifshitz �LL� damping rate,
which is connected to the dimensionless Gilbert damping
constant2,3 �=� /�M.

Recently Gilmore et al.4,5 determined the dominant
damping mechanism in the transition metals Fe, Co, and Ni
using first-principles calculations. Similar calculations were
performed by Kamberský.6 Both sets of calculations used the
torque-correlation model of Kamberský and co-workers.7–9

Calculations of intrinsic magnetic damping using first prin-
ciples alone, however, require a huge amount of computa-
tional power even for simple structures such as transition
metals. In order to make these calculations more tractable,
transparent, and applicable to materials of current interest,
we have combined first-principles calculations with an ex-
tended Hückel tight binding �ETH-TB� model10–12 and ap-
plied this approach to the case of Heusler alloys highlighting
their potential as low damping materials for spintronics.

Kamberský’s torque correlation model describes damp-
ing in terms of spin orbit torque correlations in the one-
electron model, predicting the experimentally observed
temperature dependence of the damping rate in transition
metals which shows a minimum as a function of tempera-
ture, which is caused by conductivity-like and resistivity-like
contributions.13,14

Within the framework of Kamberský’s torque correlation
model, the damping rate is given by

� =
�0g2�B

2

�

�2/2
�at

��
m,n

		mk,nk
− 	2Wmk,nk


k

, �2�

where g is the Landé g factor, �0 is the permeability of free
space, �at is the atomic volume, �B is the Bohr magneton, n
and m are band indices, and k is the electron wave vector.
� �k denotes the average over the first Brillouin zone.

The transitions between states in bands n and m induced
by the torque between spin and orbital moments during pre-
cession are described by the transition matrix elements
	mk,nk

− = �m ,k	�
− ,HSO�	n ,k� and are weighted by the spec-
tral overlap function Wmk,nk�k�=1 /�dE��E��D�Emk��
��D�Enk��. Here ��E� is the negative derivative of the Fermi
function and restricts the integral over spectral overlap func-
tions to energies within a few times kBT around the Fermi
level. �D�Emk��= �1 /��� / ��E−Emk�2+�2� is the averaged
spectral density of states �DOS�. The width �=� / �2� of
those functions is defined by the orbital or “Bloch state”
lifetime  and accounts phenomenologically for the role of
electron-lattice scattering processes.

The scattering events within a single band �n=m� result
in a spectral overlap proportional to the scattering time  and
are called intraband transitions. They lead to the
conductivity-like damping term. For the transition between
two different bands �m�n�, the interband transitions, the
spectral overlap shows a roughly inverse proportionality to
the scattering time and results in the resistivity-like term.4

One subclass of half-metallic materials, which is of par-
ticular interest, is full Heusler alloys X2YZ of structure type
L21. The elements X and Y are typically transition metals and
the Z element is a nontransition metal. Due to their high
Curie temperature, the alloys Co2MnSi and Co2MnGe are of
special interest within this subclass of half-metallic struc-
tures. To investigate the properties of these materials, first-
principles calculations using density functional theory within
the generalized gradient approximation as implemented in
the Vienna ab initio simulation package15 were performed.
Calculations which do not include spin orbit coupling show
minority gaps at the Fermi energy of 0.59 eV for Co2MnSi
and 0.35 eV for Co2MnGe. We also calculated the energy
bands including spin orbit coupling; these results were used
to build the ETH-TB model in which a minimal spd basis set
per element is employed while each atomic orbital is de-
scribed by a double-� Slater-type wave function. The energya�Electronic mail: cmewes@mint.ua.edu.
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bands within the ETH-TB theory may be obtained by the
solution of the secular determinant 	Hij�k�−Sij�k�E	=0,
where Hij are the components of the Hamiltonian and Sij
= ��i 	� j� is the overlap integral linking the atomic basis or-

bitals �i and � j. The “on-site” integrals Hii= ��i	Ĥ	�i� are
free fitting parameters, whereas the interaction integrals are

expressed in the Mulliken approximation16,17 Hij = ��i	Ĥ	� j�
= 1

2KSij�Hii+H j j�, where K is a constant.
In addition to the one on-site integral per orbital, there

are three parameters per orbital that govern its shape and
extent. The ETH-TB parameters are obtained through a fit to
the first-principles band structure throughout the first Bril-
louin zone. The spin orbit interaction is included through an
addition to the Hamiltonian HSO=�L ·S, where � is the spin
orbit coupling parameter, which is an additional fitting pa-
rameter. A comparison of the band structures obtained with
first-principles approaches and the EHT-TB model along cer-
tain symmetry directions is shown in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. The
good fit is particularly significant since these k-points were
not used during the fitting procedure.

The spin orbit coupling parameters for Co2MnSi and
Co2MnGe are 0.043 and 0.052 eV, respectively. The resulting
ETH-TB model was used to evaluate Eq. �2� with sampling
of �100�3 k points in the first Brillouin zone to guarantee the
convergence of the result. Within the ETH-TB model it is
possible to evaluate the matrix elements 	mk,nk

− in the basis of
atomlike double-� Slater-type orbitals centered at R. We used

the same procedure to calculate the damping for the transi-
tion metal Fe obtaining a result in agreement with the first-
principles results of Gilmore et al.4 and Kamberský.6

To facilitate the comparison with experiments the
calculated damping constants for the L21 half metals
Co2MnSi and Co2MnGe are shown as a function of the
electrical resistivity in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. The resistivity
was calculated within a semiclassical approximation to re-
place the averaged Bloch state lifetime  in the damping
calculation. Here the electric conductivity tensor is given
by 
̂=�e2 /�at��k��E�vk �vk with the group velocity vk

=�E�k� /��k. The derivatives of the energy bands can be
easily calculated within the TB model.19

The minimum intrinsic relaxation rate � corresponds to
an extremely low LLG damping constant �=� / ��Ms� of
0.6�10−4 and 1.9�10−4 for Co2MnSi and Co2MnGe, re-
spectively. These are more than an order of magnitude
smaller than the minimum damping rate for the transition
metals. These extremely low damping rates can be under-
stood using the analytical expression for the absolute square
of the transition matrix element 		mk,nk

− 	2. It can be expressed
as a product of two sums consisting of double products of
expansion coefficients of the double-� Slater-type orbital ba-
sis set. Considering only the spin index the transition matrix
element can be expressed symbolically as the absolute
square of the sum of three spin dependent contributions from
which two are determined by spin-preserving transitions and
one is determined by a spin-flip transition

		mk,nk
− 	2 = �m,k	�
−,HSO�	n,k� � 	Smn

↑↑ �k� + Smn
↓↑ �k� + Smn

↓↓ �k�	2.

�3�

In the ETH-TB model those three coefficients can be explic-
itly evaluated. Due to the nature of the torque operator

�
− ,HSO�= L̂zŜ−− L̂−Ŝz, where L̂z, L̂−= L̂x− iL̂y, Ŝz, and Ŝ−

= Ŝx− iŜy are the conventional angular momentum and spin
operators, only certain states can contribute. The operator

L̂−Ŝz leaves the spin state unchanged and therefore deter-
mines the two spin-conserving contributions, whereas the

operator L̂zŜ− accounts for all spin-flip contributions. Re-
garding also the restrictions imposed by the momentum op-
erator this leads to six different contributions to the spin-flip
transitions and 16 contributions for the spin-conserving tran-
sition for each spin channel. Assuming that each of those
contributions accounts with the same order of magnitude to

FIG. 1. �Color online� Band structure along symmetry lines for �a� Co2MnSi
and �b� Co2MnGe. The lines show the result from the first-principles calcu-
lations. The overlayed dots show the band structure obtained within the
ETH-TB model. In both cases spin orbit interaction has been taken into
account.

FIG. 2. �Color online� LL damping parameter for �a� Co2MnSi and �b� Co2MnGe as a function of the electric resistivity. The total damping parameter
corresponds to the solid line. The intraband and the interband contributions correspond to the dashed and dotted curves. Typical experimental values for the
resistivity of Co2MnSi are 7 �� cm at 5 K and 20 �� cm at room temperature �Ref. 18�.
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the damping and assuming that all components which in-
volve contributions from the down spin channel can be set to
zero in a half metal this leads to an estimated reduction in the
damping parameter by a factor of �0.18. This simple picture
only holds in the limit of no spin orbit coupling. Spin orbit
coupling mixes the majority �↑� and the minority �↓� compo-
nents of the Bloch states and therefore the contributions in-
volving minority spin states cannot be neglected completely.
Their contribution depends strongly on the spin polarization
at the Fermi level as well as on the spin orbit coupling
strength. The spin orbit coupling of the two spin channels is
related to the unperturbed potential around each atom
through the angular momentum operator and the Pauli spin
matrix and can be expressed in spinor basis

HSO = �VSO
↑↑ VSO

↑↓

VSO
↓↑ VSO

↓↓ � .

Mavropoulos et al.20,21 showed using perturbation theory that
within the gap region of the half metal the minority DOS has
in first order a quadratic dependence on the spin orbit cou-
pling strength n↓�E���VSO

↓↑ �2. At the band edges this simpli-
fied picture is modified by the fact that here, unperturbed
spin-up and-spin down bands cross and higher order pertur-
bation theory has to be taken into account. As a measure of
the strength of the half metallicity it is possible to consider
the spin polarization at the Fermi level

P =
n↑�EF� − n↓�EF�
n↑�EF� + n↓�EF�

, �4�

which reflects the strength of the spin orbit induced spin-flip
scattering at the Fermi energy. In the ideal case with
n↓�EF�=0 this quantity should be 100%. For the considered
Heusler structures the spin polarization is close to 100% for
Co2MnSi and 96.5% for Co2MnGe. The lower spin polariza-
tion for Co2MnGe is consistent with the slightly larger spin
orbit coupling constant determined within the ETH-TB
model. Therefore the contributions from the down spin chan-
nel in Eq. �3� will contribute more significantly for
Co2MnGe than for Co2MnSi and which is shown in Figs.
3�a� and 3�b�, where in addition to the total damping the
contributions generated from Smn

↑↑ �k�+Smn
↓↑ �k� as well as from

Smn
↑↑ �k� are calculated. As expected the contributions from

Smn
↓↓ �k� are negligible for Co2MnSi. We note that the lowest

experimental value of Gilbert damping, which we are aware
of, was measured for the half-metallic half Heusler

NiMnSb,22 which is consistent with the high spin polariza-
tion calculated for this material in Ref. 21.

In summary we have developed a model combining first-
principles calculations and an ETH-TB model that enables
the calculation of the magnetization relaxation in a wide va-
riety of materials. The model also allows to analytically trace
the origin of the Gilbert damping in these materials. The
predicted dependence for the damping parameter on the elec-
tric resistivity of the material will facilitate a direct compari-
son with future experimental results. The insight provided by
this approach will allow further development of low damp-
ing materials for future spintronic applications.
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